DRIZEE SOFTTECH
PROPOSAL

DRIZEE SOFTTECH - FROM RESEARCH TO REALITY
Drizee Softtech provides innovative web and enterprise solutions using
Semantic Analysis, Text Analytics, and Language Processing.

How we're different
We're powered by the best minds in the industry, a smooth blend of youth and
experience. We're efficient and use modern technologies, which makes us faster
and more responsive than traditional software development outfits. Combine
that with our emphasis on test-driven development and exhaustive integration
testing, and you have a team that develops high-quality applications on
schedule.

We realize that not everyone has detailed requirements that they understand
perfectly and that will never change. Our experienced programmers have
worked with business processes in depth, and can help you translate your
business requirements into software terms, guide you on the best ways to
achieve what you're looking for. In addition, our development process is agile,
open and transparent, so our customers can see what's being written early in the
development cycle, and can ask for changes and see the results of those changes
interactively.

VISION AND MISSION
Vision
To be a leading text search/analytics and semantic web solutions provider for
the global customers in the web and enterprise solutions space developing
affordable software products and solution.

Mission
Our mission is to build quick time-to-market, high quality and productivityenhancing information retrieval products and solutions which leverage domain
specific semantic information extracted from structured/unstructured documents
to provide accurate and relevant information.

WHO WE ARE
•

Software Production

•

Website Solution

•

Offshore IT Outsourcing

Ensure us as an efficient and reliable resource partner for our clients. We
understand what it takes for a company to hire the right professional for the
right position. We have developed a comprehensive and continuously growing
database of highly qualified applicants in a variety of industries. The result of
our efforts has created a loyal client base that utilizes our services on a continual
basis.

SERVICES
Drizee Softtech continuously developed and has a highly skilled team of
designers and developers Contact for the needs of our clients and agencies that
benefit from our special commitment and expertise.

Incorporated in the year 2010, with absolute passion for aesthetics, trends and
techniques in terms of digital communication we offer even more understanding
towards companies and brands and form the interfaces between you and your
customers. We place a high value on creative ideas, sound concepts and a
customized implementation.

WEB DESIGNING
Design has to fit and function. We stage your content and make your project
experience. We rely on the latest trends and adapt them to your needs.

SOFTWARE SERVICES
Drizee Softtech is a specialist IT outsourcing company which is one of the
foremost providers of technology & outsourcing services and local professional
services. Drizee helps itself and its clients transform in order to improve their
performance and competitive positioning.

We deliver Services & Solutions for both IT & Non IT Corporate and Agencies
of Government. With a team of outstanding professional, we help our client
concerns in managing work schedule correctly and maximizing their skills,
knowledge, behaviours and performance which is essential and is the key to any
business success.

HR SERVICES

HR Services provides management consulting and technical service; we are
committed to deliver innovation. We collaborate with its clients to help them
become high-performance business and mobilize the right people, skills, and
technologies to help clients improve their performance. Our business team is
built on integrity, respect, quality and works towards customer satisfaction.

IT SERVICES
In today’s demanding business environment which prioritizes flexibility, speed,
and efficiency, a robust IT strategy is critical. We help you achieve these
qualities in your IT strategy by providing you system integration, testing,
application development and management services and solutions.

CLIENTS

CONTACT US

It is expected to open up a grand opportunity for us to provide opportunity for
the Students of your college. We are very much interested to work in order to
improve their employment skills through our concern. We would appreciate
your immediate attention to this matter and hope to see a reply for the same.

We request you to send your requirements to:hr@drizeesofttech.com
Please do visit us at www.drizeesofttech.com for more details

Awaiting Your response..!!!
Thanks in Advance..!!

